ACROSS
1 Relations with knight in drag moved secretary to tears (12)
8 Frame Princess Anne? (7)
9 Special One in a quiver about Porto’s left winger (7)
11 Stuff almost worthless in hackneyed testimonial (7)
12 Sex during clinical study is unlikely to be earth-shattering (7)
13 Prior to training, cadet’s discovered to be proficient (5)
14 Nora’s upset with Dora’s plant (6,3)
16 Some padres suffer miserable reprimand (5,4)
19 Sanctimonious nuisance spending time with churchwardens? (5)
21 Sort of humour that's possibly subequatorial, but not peculiarly tribal (7)
23 Starts to fly and reaches swimmer turning round in medley (7)
24 Means test curtailed after individual died in retirement (7)
25 Offensive din drowns sound of devotion (7)
26 Paper that's bound to be used by participant in class action (8,4)

DOWN
1 Stone property in France is home to queen (but not Bobcat) (7)
2 It’s an offence to pick up a sailor (7)
3 Person like, say, Dan Dare posed in transit (9)
4 No right to state benefit (5)
5 Student takes man’s part in effusion leading to joy (7)
6 It’s comparatively late as monarch commandeers last place in doctor’s vehicle (7)
7 The measure of country coppers? (8,4)
10 Favourable pillow talks finally transformed with deeds (4-8)
15 Earmark from telephone receiver (4-5)
17 Horse trimmed and neat for moment of worldwide significance (7)
18 Child’s toy duck bitten by duck (7)
19 Drink over ice mostly taken in porch (7)
20 Spooner’s crucial mark for dandy (7)
22 Food chain issues oddly lacking after interchange (5)